Water Plan Public Advisory Committee to begin crafting Update 2013 document

The agenda has been published for next week’s meeting of the Public Advisory Committee for California Water Plan Update 2013. The meeting on Wednesday, April 4, in Sacramento will include updates on the Water Plan’s production schedule and an overview of the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan. Details for call-in access or the webcast of the meeting are available here.

Resource management strategy workshops scheduled on three days in April

Three resource management strategy workshops will be held in Sacramento next month. The workshop for agricultural water use efficiency will be Thursday, April 5, urban water use efficiency will be the focus Wednesday, April 11, and a salt and salinity management workshop will be Wednesday, April 25. Webcast and call-in information are available in the workshop links.

Water technology conference set for early May in Fresno County

The 2012 Water Technology Conference is set for May 2 and 3, in Clovis. Presented by the International Center for Water Technology at California State University, Fresno, the conference offers seminars and exhibits with the latest information on water science and policy. Details and the schedule are available in this flyer.

DWR opens comment window for revised agricultural water measurement regulation

DWR is seeking public comments on recent revisions to a proposed agricultural water measurement regulation. The changes are based on responses from stakeholders and the California Water Commission. The modified version and instructions for submitting comments are available on the DWR website. The comment period ends Wednesday, April 11.

Blue ribbon commission to finalize recommendations for wildlife strategic vision

On Friday, March 30, a blue ribbon citizen commission will meet in Sacramento to discuss the California Fish and Wildlife Strategic Vision Project. The commission will finalize recommendations for the plan that will be used by the California Department of Fish and Game and the California Fish and Game Commission. The final strategic vision is expected to be delivered to the governor and the Legislature next month.

Click on links below for more information.